
“What has happened, in largely 
organic fashion, is a string-music 
sound that recalls renegade 
innovators John Hartford and David 
Grisman as much as roots driven 
sources Bill Monroe and Flatt & 
Scruggs, along with improv-savvy 
interplay that endears the band to 
jam music fans and bluegrass 
traditionalists alike.” 
- Lexington Herald-Leader

“They reveal themselves to be a 
promising new group, comfortably 
straddling the borderland between 
traditional bluegrass and jamgrass. 
Their strengths are many, not the least 
of which is a sensitive ear for 
arrangement that keeps each track 
fresh and interesting, and some 
consistently crisp and solid 
instrumental work from band 
members”
 - Bluegrass Unlimited

Notable Performances & Awards
RockyGrass, John Hartford Memorial Festival, 

Festival of the Bluegrass, ROMP, Master 
Musicians Festival, SamJam, Music City Roots, 

Rudy Fest 
Winners 2016 RockyGrass Band Competition

Finalist 2017 Telluride Band Competition
2017 IBMA Momentum Award Nominee
2017 IBMA Song Of The Year Nominee

(Aaron Bibelhauser, composer) 
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WookOutAmerica.com

BOOKING
Blue Sun Entertainment

Sidd@BlueSunEntertainment.com
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PUBLICITY
Kindling 

Alex@KindlingPR.com

Energetically honoring the sound of traditional bluegrass and mountain music, with threads of 
singer-songwriter, rock, and jam band music woven throughout, The Wooks are as at home on a festival stage 
as they are in a barn in the heart of Kentucky's horse country. The Wooks: CJ Cain (Lead Guitar), Arthur Hancock 
(Guitar), Harry Clark (Mandolin), Roddy Puckett (Bass), were born over some 20 years time somewhere 
between an Irish pub, a barbecue joint, and a festival jam circle. Inspired by legends and trailblazers like Crowe, 
Whitley, Simpson, Bush, Stapleton, and Rice who cut their teeth on stages throughout the Bluegrass Region, 
The Wooks translate the sights and sounds of the people, hills, bars, roads, and creeks around them into songs 
and shows that captivate. With both respect for their heritage and innovative originality, The Wooks are the 
natural evolution of a sound that has always been there.


